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ABSTRACT Current computer-assisted surgical navigation systems mainly rely on optical markers screwed
into the bone for anatomy tracking. The insertion of these percutaneous markers increases operating
complexity and causes additional harm to the patient. A markerless tracking and registration algorithm
has recently been proposed to avoid anatomical markers for knee surgery. The femur points were directly
segmented from the recorded RGBD scene by a neural network and then registered to a pre-scanned
femur model for the real-time pose. However, in a practical setup such a method can produce unreliable
registration results, especially in rotation. Furthermore, its potential application in surgical navigation has
not been demonstrated. In this paper, we first improved markerless registration accuracy by adopting a
bounded-ICP (BICP) technique, where an estimate of the remote hip centre, acquired also in a markerless
way, was employed to constrain distal femur alignment. Then, a proof-of-concept markerless navigation
system was proposed to assist in typical knee drilling tasks. Two example setups for global anchoring were
proposed and tested on a phantom leg. Our BICP-based markerless tracking and registration method has
better angular accuracy and stability than the original method, bringing our straightforward, less invasive
markerless navigation approach one step closer to clinical application. According to user tests, our proposed
optically anchored navigation system achieves comparable accuracywith the state-of-the-art (3.64±1.49mm
in position and 2.13±0.81◦ in orientation). Conversely, our visually anchored, optical tracker-free setup has
a lower accuracy (5.86±1.63 mm in position and 4.18±1.44◦ in orientation), but is more cost-effective and
flexible in the operating room.

INDEX TERMS Computer-assisted orthopaedic surgery, hip centre measurement, markerless registration,
surgical navigation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The potential of Computer Assisted Orthopaedic Surgery
(CAOS) to improve the accuracy and efficiency of surgery
has been well-proven [1]. The surgical plans are made preop-
eratively and displayed intraoperatively to surgeons to guide
the manual task. CAOS navigation is especially beneficial
for those surgical procedures that require a high degree of
accuracy and reproducibility [2], [3]. For example, for severe
femur osteochondral defects (OCD) that cannot be treated
conservatively, repair of the lesion with a synthetic implant is
an effective option [4]–[6]. After lesion removal, the implant
should be correctly placed into the femur so that the replace-
ment is congruent with the surrounding anatomy; otherwise,
mechanical wear may lead to accelerated failure, with clear
implications for the patient [7]. Compared to the freehand
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technique, computer-navigated OCD treatment yields a sig-
nificantly better clinical outcome [8].

The real-time target pose is essential to dynamically update
the plan-contained model so that it can align with the sur-
gical site [9]. The initial bone pose can be obtained in two
principal ways. With image-based methods, the anatomi-
cal landmarks (e.g., implanted fiducials or surface points)
are measured by a surgeon with a tracked probe and reg-
istered to a model generated from preoperative images
by point-based or surface-based approaches. In image-less
methods, the target bone is digitised with a tracked probe
so that a generic kinematic and/or morphological model
can be parametrised and adapted to it [10]. The resulting
static pose needs to be further updated by dynamic target
tracking, since the bone inevitably moves during surgery.
Optical tracking is the most popular choice because of its
high accuracy and compact footprint. A dynamic reference
frame (DRF) containing infrared (IR) light-emitting diodes
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of the conventional marker-based (blue) and the proposed markerless orthopaedic navigation workflows. The processes
requiring user manipulation are bordered with solid lines.

(LED) or infrared light-reflecting markers is pinned to the
target bone. An additional marker is usually used to ver-
ify the rigid DRF insertion. Then, the surgeon collects reg-
istration points, according to which the initial bone pose
and the rigid DRF-to-bone transformation can be calibrated.
During online tracking, the initially-registered bone pose is
continuously updated by monitoring the optically tracked
DRF movement (Figure 1). Such procedure, however, lends
itself to a long workflow [11], possible human-induced errors
[12], and most importantly, the additional incisions that
may cause infection, nerve injury, and bone fracture for
patients [11].

Automatic markerless target tracking and registration are
desired to reduce such risks and encourage the broader accep-
tance of CAOS systems. Markerless tracking and registration
algorithm has been proposed in [13], [14] for knee surgeries.
A deep neural network was trained to segment the target
femur from the RGB-D capture of surgical site. The seg-
mented femur points were then registered to a pre-scanned
model of the corresponding limb by the iterative closest point
(ICP) method [15], [16] in real-time to obtain the spatial
knee pose. The best-reported registration accuracy is 6.66◦

and 2.74 mm when the target is held static. Such accuracy
(especially its angular component) is not acceptable for clini-
cal applications [14]. Furthermore, suchmarkerless technique
has not been applied to surgical navigation.

To move the markerless tracking and registration one step
closer to surgical viability, in this paper, we first improved the
current algorithm by adopting a bounded-ICP (BICP) regis-
tration. Then, a markerless navigation system was designed
for computer-assisted OCD repair, as an example application
to demonstrate the added value of this novel registration and
tracking method. Our goal is to align a surgical tool with
the planned path in both position and orientation under the
visual guidance provided by our navigation system. In addi-
tion to the traditional optical tracker-anchored (OTA) setup
that requires an external tracker, a more flexible and cost-
effective visual marker anchored (VMA) setup was proposed
and tested. The navigated femur drilling performance under
both setups was evaluated with a small volunteer group on a
phantom leg.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on
markerless navigation for knee surgery. Compared to the

conventional optical marker-based navigation system, our
proposed systems are less invasive and more direct in the
workflow (Figure 1). Our contributions include:

1) Improved performance of markerless tracking and reg-
istration by integrating a BICP registration in the work-
flow;

2) A proof-of-concept markerless CAOS navigation sys-
tem to assist in knee surgeries.;

3) Two world anchoring choices (OTA and VMA) for the
proposed navigation system;

4) Phantom-based evaluation of navigation performance
with user studies;

II. RELATED WORK
A. MARKERLESS FEMUR TRACKING AND REGISTRATION
In orthopaedic surgeries, it is hard to explicitly define clear
and robust features as the bone is less geometrically feature-
rich and usually exposed within a complex environment
surrounded by blood and tissues. Neural networks can be
trained to ‘‘learn’’ comprehensive semantics using labelled
dataset. A proof-of-concept study was outlined in [14], and a
more systematic validation was provided by [13]. Both works
used a consumer-level RGB-D camera to record surgical site.
Two sequential convolutional neural networks were trained to
segment the target anatomy from real-time camera captures
automatically. As shown in Figure 2 (he detailed network
architecture can be found in [13]), the knee was first localised
in the RGB capture by a pre-trained localisation network.
According to the inferred region of interest (ROI), the depth
frame was cropped to remove the irrelevant background.
The cropped frame was passed to a pre-trained segmentation
network to predict the possibility that a 3D point belongs to
the femur surface. Points with the possibility higher than a
threshold (i.e., 80 %) can be regarded as valid femur points.
The segmented femur points could be registered to a pre-
scanned target model in every frame for the real-time knee
pose tracked in the depth camera.

B. BICP REGISTRATION
With the limited spread of measured points caused by
the reduced femur exposure, the rotational accuracy of
initially-registered target pose quickly degenerates. Unlike
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FIGURE 2. Markerless femur tracking using RGBD captures by two
pre-trained convolutional neural networks. Figure adapted from [13].

the traditional ICP registration that minimises the distance
between corresponding points on the two surfaces, BICP
registration, as developed for the commercial Acrobot robotic
system [17], uses an additional remote pair of corresponding
points (e.g., the hip centre) to bound the registration error for
distal points. The forced alignment of remote points reduces
the degrees of freedom associated with the convergence pro-
cess [18], making the iterative registration potentially more
stable.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for BICP Registration

Input: Measured femur points {c(R)i } (i = 1, 2, . . . ,N ),
measured hip centre h(R), model femur points {m(M )

j } (j =
1, 2, . . . ,M ) whereM � N , model hip centre h(M );

Output: Transformation T that aligns measurement
{c(R)i , h(R)} with model {m(M )

j , h(M )};
1: Initial Transformation: Global registration between

{c(R)i } and {m(M )
j }.

2: Align two hip centres.
3: while iter ≤Maximum iteration do
4: Update c(R)i = Tc(R)i .
5: Search the closest point of c(R)i in {m(M )

j } for c(M )
i .

6: Calculate k (R) = 1
N

N∑
i=1

c(R)i , k (M )
=

1
N

N∑
i=1

c(M )
i .

7: Rotate {c(R)i } around the aligned hip centre so that the
measured mechanical axis h(R)k (R) aligns with the model
mechanical axis h(M )k (M ) after transformation.

8: Further translate the measured femur points along
the aligned mechanical axis to minimise the distance
between distal femur centres;

9: Further rotate the measured femur points around the
alignedmechanical axis tominimise the point-wise angu-
lar mismatch between the corresponding femur points;

10: Update T . iter++.
11: end while

BICP registration for a femur surface is shown in 1 and
Figure 3. In practice, the model containing knee points {m(M )

j }
and hip joint h(M ) could be generated from preoperative
images. The distal femur points in robot space {c(R)i } could
be measured by probe digitising. The hip centre h(R) can
be estimated by functional approaches that use kinematics
and geometrical constraints during limb motion [19]. For

FIGURE 3. Illustration of key steps in BICP registration. The step index
corresponds to the 1.

example, h(R) can be modelled as the pivot point around
which the leg is rotated. The rotational centre can be obtained
by sphere-fitting of the collected landmark positions (e.g.,
a marker pinned into the distal femur) acquired while the
limb is rotated about the hip socket with the pelvis held in
place [20].

III. IMPROVEMENT OF MARKERLESS REGISTRATION
Due to the lack of realistic training data, the limited quality of
depth camera and the complex surgical scene, the segmented
target point cloud is neither clean nor complete [13], [14]. For
a noisy point cloudwith limited spatial spread, traditional ICP
registration becomes inaccurate (especially in orientation)
and unstable.

This section aims to improve the accuracy and precision of
markerless registration by adopting the BICP method, which
is less sensitive to the sampling quality at the distal end. The
proposed workflow was simulated on a phantom knee held
by a metal leg (Figure 4). The metal leg can rotate around a
ball joint (i.e., the hip centre) clamped on the table. The same
commercial RGB-D camera (RealSense D415, Intel Corp.) as
in [13] was used to track a partially exposed femur surface.
The world coordinate was provided by an optical tracker
(FusionTrack 500, Atracsys LLC.). Such a system is referred
to as ‘‘optical tracker anchored’’ (OTA) in subsequent sec-
tions.

A. HIP CENTRE MEASUREMENT
Unlike state-of-the-art that uses additional markers to track
the limbmotion, the femur surface’s origin (p = [0, 0, 0, 1]T )
was used as the ‘‘landmark’’ in our setup. The femur pose
F (D) was tracked by the same markerless ICP-based regis-
tration method in [13] during leg rotation. Since only the
origin position (not affected by the registered orientation) was
considered in this step, ICP-based tracking was sufficient for
hip centre estimation purposes. The ‘‘landmark’’ tracked in
the depth camera frame D was then transformed to the static
world spaceW . At a time t , the global landmark position was
given by:

p(W )(t) = W
M1
T (t)× M1

D T × F (D)(t)× p (1)

where M1 was a DRF rigidly attached to the depth camera
(Figure 4). W

M1
T was the pose of marker M1 tracked by the

optical tracker. The transformation from depth frame to the
marker (M1

D T ) was a constant matrix that can be calibrated
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FIGURE 4. Involved transformations during markerless hip centre
measurement.

once as follows: an asymmetric object S was captured by
the depth camera and manually segmented to obtain the point
cloud S (D). Without moving the object, the same surface was
digitised by a tracked probe to obtain S (W ). Two point clouds
were then registered to get W

D T . Without moving the depth
camera, according to the tracked pose ofM1, we had:

M1
D T = W

M1
T−1 × W

D T (2)

The metal leg was rotated N times around the ball
joint. h(W ) was fitted from the collected landmark positions
{p(W )

1 , . . . , p(W )
N } by an 3D version of hyperaccurate algebraic

sphere fit algorithm [21]. The algorithm, combining both
Pratt and Taubin fit, has no essential bias. More details of our
adapted 3D version can be found in Appendix A.

B. BICP REGISTRATION
Before online tracking, the geometry of the femur surface
and metal leg was scanned by an HDI Compact 3D Scanner
(LMI technologies Inc.) to measure the model femur points
{m(M )

j } and model hip centre h(M ). For online BICP regis-
tration, the measured hip centre h(W ) was transformed from
W to D for h(D). Captured RGB-D images were processed
by the pre-trained segmentation networks femur points {c(D)i }
(i.e., {c(R)i }).
BICP registration was scripted in python and ran on a com-

puter (IntelR c©CoreTMi5-8250U processor with 8 gigabytes
memory and no graphics processing unit) in real-time. During
each iteration, corresponding points were searched by a K-D
tree [22], as in [18]. The original BICP method searches
measured key points’ counterparts in the model space since
the manually probed points are fewer than model points.
However, in our case, not all ‘‘measured’’ points are reliable,
andwrongly segmented pointsmay not have correspondences
in the pre-scanned femur model. Therefore, we reversed the
search direction (i.e., find a sparse femur model’s point-
wise counterparts within tracked femur points). Perturba-
tions were added during the BICP computation to improve
global convergence: The BICP was first run with reduced
maximum iterations (e.g., 20). After each run, a random
varus-valgus/anterior-posterior rotation (within ±5◦) and a
random translation along the mechanical axis (within 10 mm)
were added to the current transformation estimate. When the

FIGURE 5. Involved transformations for the evaluation of online
BICP-based markerless tracking and registration.

TABLE 1. Angular mismatch of the resulting mechanical axis between
marker-based and markerless hip centre measurement for OTA system.

registration error decreased to a threshold (e.g., 3 mm), a ran-
dom axial rotation (within ±5◦) was added to the obtained
transformation, and the BICP was then allowed to run with
the maximum number of iterations (e.g., 800).

C. EVALUATION
For the evaluation purpose, an optical marker (labelled M2)
was attached to the metal leg to provide a ground truth (gt) for
the evaluation of the measured hip centre. Figure 5 provides
the system setup. The constant gt femur pose inM2 coordinate
was calibrated offline according to:

F (M2)
gt =

W
M2
T−1 × F (W )

gt (3)

where F (W )
gt could be obtained by standard femur surface

digitising. WM2
T was the pose ofM2 optically tracked in world.

1) MEASURED HIP CENTRE
We manually rotated the leg around the clamped hip joint
and collected more than 30 positions of M2 to fit the gt hip
centre h(W )

gt . Figure 6 shows that the markerless and marker-
based hip centre measurements have similar accuracy and are
both spatially well-defined. The fitted hip centres h(W )

gt and
h(W ) were both transformed to the femur coordinate using
the transformed gt femur pose F (D)

gt . The measurement error
was defined as the angular misalignment between the gt
and markerless mechanical axis (i.e., the line connecting the
femur centre to the measured hip centres h(F)gt and h(F)). The
pairwise markerless and marker-based hip centre measure-
ment were repeated 10 times. Table 1 shows the quantitative
error in 3 anatomical planes (defined by the gt mechanical
axis and gross condyles orientation to identify the medial-
lateral direction).

2) TIME CONSUMPTION
The time required for markerless tracking and registra-
tion at different stages was measured under the current
hardware and software conditions. More than 50 frames
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FIGURE 6. Measured h(D) (red) and h(D)
gt (blue) transformed in a captured

RGB frame.

FIGURE 7. Breakdown of time spent for BICP-based markerless tracking
and registration.

TABLE 2. Translational and rotational tracking errors with no
leg or camera movement.

were recorded. The original ICP-based algorithm updates at
approximately 5-6 Hz [13], while the proposed BICP-based
algorithm updates at a higher rate of 7-8 Hz. The breakdown
of timings at each stage is shown in Figure 7.

3) 3D MARKERLESS REGISTRATION ERROR
The 3D tracking error was defined as the relative transforma-
tion from the tracked surface to the gt surface in depth camera
coordinates:

Terr (t) = F (D)
gt (t)

−1
× F (D)(t) (4)

We also implemented the original ICP-based markerless
registration used in [13] for comparison. For both methods,
in the starting frame, an initial transformation was obtained
by random sample consensus (RANSAC) global alignment.
In all subsequent frames, the current transformation is used as
the next estimate to achieve iterative refinement. We tested
the registration accuracy during static tracking (i.e., both
camera and limb were still) and dynamic tracking (i.e., either
camera or limb was moving). Results were shown in Table 2
and Table 3, with the box-and-whisker plots in Figure 8 and
Figure 9.

a: ROTATIONAL ERROR
In comparison to the ICP registration, the BICP method
significantly reduces the level of rotational misalign-
ment (p-values<0.001, by student t-tests) under either

FIGURE 8. Box-and-whisker plots of the absolute tracking errors in
orientation and position with no leg or camera movement. The box
extends from the median to the 25% − 75% range of the data spread. The
whiskers extend to the most extreme inliers (≈ ±2.7σ and 99.3%
coverage for a normally distributed dataset).

TABLE 3. Translational and rotational tracking errors with dynamic
camera or leg movement.

FIGURE 9. Box-and-whisker plots of the absolute tracking errors in
orientation and position with dynamic camera or leg movement.

static or dynamic tracking. For all the t-tests mentioned in
this paper, data normality was confirmed by D’Agostino and
Pearson’s test [23], [24]). The transverse alignment is the least
accurate for BICP registration but the most accurate for ICP
registration. The difference is because, for the BICP method,
the rotation in the coronal and sagittal planes is restricted
by the remote hip centre while transverse alignment is not.
By contrast, for ICP, the rotation in the coronal and sagittal
planes is less constrained due to the smaller point spread and
lack of features in the condyles than the transverse plane. It is
worthwhile mentioning that, according to Table 1, the fact
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FIGURE 10. Visual guidance displayed on a monitor to navigate the femur drilling in planned pose.

that the hip centre measurement error is most extensive in
the transverse plane may also contribute to the highest BICP
misalignment in the transverse plane.

b: POSITIONAL ERROR
Regarding the mean, the difference in averaged positional
misalignment is not statistically significant (p-value =
0.08 by a student t-test) under static tracking, whereas the
error is slightly reduced by BICP (p-value< 0.01) under
dynamic tracking. Regarding the variance, BICP improves
the system’s stability under both dynamic and static modes
(standard deviation from 0.43 to 0.27 under static tracking
and from 3.413 to 2.11 under static tracking).

IV. MARKERLESS NAVIGATION SYSTEM FOR FEMUR
DRILLING
Following the validation of tracking accuracy, we designed a
BICP-basedmarkerless navigating system to assist in implant
placement, to prove the concept of improved assistance in
bone resection. The planned drilling path was displayed as
RGB visual clues overlaid on the captured real-time scene on
a monitor (Figure 10). Surgeons could refer to the computer-
generated information to place the drill guide in the desired
position and orientation.

A. SYSTEM DESIGN
Due to the partial occlusion of target surface by the surgical
tool and hand during drilling, segmentation may be poor (i.e.,
it may be incomplete and incorrectly identify femur points
within the scene) or even fail. Therefore, dynamic tracking
can be unreliable. To maintain stable visual guidance during
the operation, we proposed a ‘‘freezing’’ technique. As shown
in the red path of Figure 11, at an arbitrary moment t0,
the user can freeze a frame of the dynamically tracked pose
after adjusting and securing the limb to the desired pose.
The tracked pose was transformed into the static world fame
as F (W )(t0) and used as a reference for subsequent frozen
frames. While the pose was frozen, the limb should be kept
stationary when possible, but the camera was free to move.
The stored global pose was then transformed back to D
based on the tracked pose of M1 for F (D)(t). The user can

FIGURE 11. Transformation for the evaluation of visual-guided navigation
system with ‘‘freezing’’ technique.

freely switch between the dynamic tracking mode and frozen
navigating mode at any time, in a fast and effortless way.
More specifically, in our implementation, the drilling probe
with attached markers was used as a switch. If the probe is
rotated so that markers can no longer be tracked, the femur
will be dynamically tracked. If the probe is rotated so that the
attached markers become visible to the camera, the system
will progress using a freshly-frozen pose.

During navigation, a virtual vector consisting a head sphere
and a body axis (default in red) was overlaid on the captured
RGB scene according to the planned path and registered
femur pose. A blue dot was rendered on the tracked probe tip.
Users should align the probe tip with the displayed plan head
sphere, and the observed probe axis with the displayed plan
body axis. To assist the rotational alignment, we adopted a
colour feedback mechanism that can indicate the correctness
of alignment. The system-evaluated error used to change the
plan colour was defined as the difference between the tracked
probe pose P(W ) and the designed entry path transformed into
the world frame P(W )

plan. If the positional and/or orientation
difference is less than a threshold (set to 5 mm and 3◦ in
our implementation), the head and/or body of the displayed
virtual vector will independently change to green (Figure 11).

B. SYSTEM EVALUATION
The effect of freezing on BICP tracking accuracy was first
tested (Figure 12). The tracked femur pose was frozen at the
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FIGURE 12. Variation of absolute BICP-based markerless registration
errors due to pose freezing under OTA setup.

frame 10. After freezing, the camera was dynamically moved
to several positions around the target leg. Such procedure was
repeated 20 times. According to t-tests, the tracking error
level was not noticeably different (rotational error: p-value
= 0.07; translational error: p-value= 0.85), but the rotational
variance was reduced from 0.65 to 0.033 and the translational
variance was reduced from 0.31 to 0.15. We hypothesise
that, since M1 was accurately tracked by the world-anchored
optical tracker, ‘‘freezing’’ did not reduce the tracking quality.

Then, two sets of user studies were carried out to test the
navigation system’s performance in assisting femur drilling.
The first set of studies, consisting of two trials, was car-
ried out by the lead author to test the system’s repeatabil-
ity. For each trial, the navigation procedure started with the
phantom leg positioned at nine poses (left, right, middle,
up, down, upper-left, upper-right, lower-left and lower-right)
relative to the depth camera, after which the planned path
was displayed to and aligned by the author. The second set
of experiments was performed by ten volunteers recruited
within the university, who had no prior experience in similar
navigation tasks (ethical approval obtained from the Science
Engineering Technology Research Ethics Committee, Impe-
rial College London. SETREC number: 20IC6323). They
were first instructed to measure the hip centre using the mark-
erless method offline. Then, the ‘‘dynamic tracking-freezing-
drilling’’ navigation procedure was explained to them. Users
can control the procedure with the provided tool, and adjust
the leg pose if necessary. When the visual guidance indicated
correct alignment (i.e., the colour turned to green) in both
position and orientation, users can further adjust the tool for
the best virtual-to-real overlay (i.e., final drilling pose). Such
navigation was repeated two times by each user.

The actual navigation error was defined as the difference
between the final probe insertion location and orientation
contained in P(W ) and the planned entry path F (W )

gt (i.e., trans-
formed by the blue path in Figure 11). The absolute naviga-
tion errors and the time taken to align the tool (measured from
the display of planned path to final alignment), were recorded
in Table 4.

According to the correlation computed between two
recorded sequences of navigation errors by author, test-retest
reliability was good in translation (coefficient = 0.81) and
acceptable in rotation (coefficient = 0.73) [26]. The overall
drilling error is 3.35 mm in position and 2.09◦ in orientation.

TABLE 4. Navigation errors in position, orientation and alignment time
(OTA setup).

FIGURE 13. Box-and-whisker plots of the absolute navigation errors in
position and orientation, assisted by the BICP-based markerless OTA
navigation.

According to a t-test between the author group and volunteer
group, there is no significant difference in the translational
(p-value = 0.06) and rotational errors p-value = 0.09)
obtained, but there is a significant difference in alignment
time (p-value<0.001). Such results indicate good usability
but a significant learning curve.

V. WORLD ANCHORING BY VISUAL MARKERS
The world anchoring is essential for BICP markerless navi-
gation. Despite their high accuracy, optical tracking systems
suffer from a high capital investment cost, and the need to
preserve lines-of-sight [27]. Therefore, we propose an alter-
native ‘‘visual marker anchored’’ (VMA) system that uses
inexpensive 3D visual markers as the stationary world anchor
(noted by W ′). Instead of relying on the unique properties of
IR tracking markers, the target’s natural features (e.g., colour,
contours, geometry and depth) that are visually perceivable
by the human eye are recorded by a consumer-level RGB-D
camera, to depict the target pose relative to the camera. The
camera D can be self-localised in W ′ by the ‘‘inside-out’’
tracking of W ′. In practice, such a visual anchor should be
clamped close to the target anatomy on the surgical bed to
ensure the natural visibility during surgery.

A. VISUAL ANCHORING PROCESS
For our VMA setup, we exploited the RGB-D sensing of a
multi-marker 3D anchor, to overcome the limitation of RGB
sensing in recovering the depth information from the relative
size change. As shown in Figure 14, a set of ArUco markers
[28] with different IDs were printed on a 3D dodecahedron.
ArUco markers were first captured by the RGB frame of the
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FIGURE 14. Setup of the VMA navigation for a femur drilling task.

TABLE 5. Angular mismatch of the resulting mechanical axis between
marker-based and markerless hip centre measurement for VMA system.

depth camera and uniquely identified by the OpenCV library
[29]. If at least two markers were detected at the same time,
the pose of the anchor D

W ′
TRGB was optimised from all detected

markers by the perspective-n-point (PnP) method. The depth
frame was cropped using the estimated D

W ′
TRGB, according

to which a point cloud was generated and registered to a
dodecahedron model by ICP with D

W ′
TRGB used as the initial

pose estimation. The point cloud registration gave the tracked
final pose D

W ′
T .

B. MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION
1) HIP CENTRE MEASUREMENT
All tracked ‘‘landmark’’ positions were transformed to W ′

and solved there by the previously mentioned hyperaccurate
algebraic sphere-fitting. The camera can move during leg
rotation, provided the anchored marker W ′ remains in the
field of view. The gt hip centre for comparison was calculated
in the same way but transformed fromW to W ′:

h(W
′)

gt =
W ′

D T ×
D
M1
T × M1

W T × h(W )
gt (5)

The pairwise measurement of h(W
′)

gt and h(W
′) were also

repeated 10 times. As shown in Table 5, the error of mark-
erless hip centre measurements for VMA system is higher
(≈ 3-times) than the OTA system (as in Table 1).

2) BICP REGISTRATION
For online BICP registration, the offline measured hip centre
h(W
′) was transformed into D according to the tracked anchor

pose D
W ′
T .

The tracking accuracy was evaluated in the same way
as described earlier. As shown in Figure 15, under static
conditions, BICP still achieves better accuracy in orientation
and less variance in both position and orientation compared
to original ICP-based tracking. However, the level of tracking
errors obtained by the VMA system (BICP: 2.87±0.47◦,
6.61±0.30 mm) is significantly higher compared to the OTA
system (BICP: mean 0.81±0.44◦, 4.75±0.27 mm) according
to a t-test (p-value<0.001).

FIGURE 15. Box-and-whisker plots of the static rotational and
translational tracking errors obtained by VMA system.

FIGURE 16. Variation of absolute BICP-based markerless registration
errors due to pose freezing under VMA setup.

3) MARKERLESS NAVIGATION FOR FEMUR DRILLING
The 3D-printed drilling probe contains a cube with ArUco
markers attached on three surfaces (Figure 14). The same
‘‘dynamic tracking-freezing-drilling’’ procedure was adopted
to display planned path during hand manipulation.

Figure 16 shows the effect of pose freezing on BICP
tracking accuracy under VMA setup. After freezing at the
frame 10, the level of tracking error was still not significantly
affected (rotational error: p-value = 0.74; translational error:
p-value = 0.17, by a t-test), and the variances were reduced
(rotational variance from 1.34 to 0.073, translational variance
from 0.55 to 0.21).

The user tests were carried out in the sameway to assess the
navigation performance under VMA setup. According to the
computed correlation between the two recorded sequences
of drilling errors obtained in the author group, test-retest
reliability is acceptable in translation (coefficient= 0.71), but
questionable in rotation (coefficient = 0.64) [26]. As shown
in Table 6, the average drilling errors are 6.69 mm in position
and 4.46◦ in orientation. According to a t-test performed
between the two groups, the p-value is 0.65 in rotation
and 0.17 in translation, indicating an insignificant differ-
ence in terms of the level of experience. The difference
in alignment time is still significant (p-value<0.001). The
performance between OTA and VMA systems is signifi-
cantly different regarding both accuracy and alignment time
(p-values<0.05 by t-test).
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TABLE 6. Femur drilling errors in position, orientation and alignment
time (VMA setup).

VI. DISCUSSION
A. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART
The BICP method can effectively improve registration accu-
racy and stability by bounding the misalignment at the distal
femur within the hip centre estimation error. Compared to the
original ICP-based tracking method [13], despite a slightly
longer workflow and an additional world anchor required
for the transformation of the hip centre, BICP-based marker-
less registration achieves more accurate rotational alignment
(static: 0.81◦, dynamic: 1.95◦), similar positional alignment,
and higher precision. According to our user trial, manual
femur drilling assisted by the proposed navigation system
achieves an average entry pose error of 2.13◦ and 3.64 mm
under the OTA setup and 4.18◦ and 5.86 mm under the VMA
setup.

Regarding navigation accuracy, as shown in Table 7, both
our OTA and VMA systems are more accurate than a pilot
markerless navigation study for percutaneous needle inser-
tion [30]. Compared to some marker-based state-of-the-art
navigation systems, our OTA setup can achieve a similar level
of error. Our markerless navigation systems are less invasive
and cumbersome in workflow due to the complete removal
of anatomical markers. In our implementation, the leg marker
was only used for performance evaluation and is not needed
for our methods to work as intended. Although artificial
markers (e.g., M1) are still needed for camera localisation
and tool tracking, they do not cause any harm to the patient,
and the required calibration can be performed beforehand,
independently of the patient or intraoperative workflow.

B. OPTICAL TRACKER-FREE NAVIGATION SETUP
Our proposed VMA setup is optical tracker-free, resulting in
a potential reduction in the cost of manufacture of surgical
navigation system. The offline calibration for M1

D T can be
avoided. Furthermore, the visual anchor W ′ allows better
operating room (OR) utilisation: in OTA systems, both D
and P must be within the line-of-sight of a stationary optical
tracker, which constrains the OR layout and consequently,
the surgeon’s movements. By contrast, in VMA systems,
the world frame W ′ can be passively tracked by a portable
camera D. If D is mounted on the surgeon’s head, the line-of-
sight between D and W ′ or P will follow on naturally from
the surgeon having to keep the patient in their sight during
surgery.

However, the VMA system is still less accurate than the
OTA system in relation to the hip centre measurement, track-
ing and guided femur drilling. The lower accuracy could
be explained by the limited accuracy and spatial resolu-
tion of the current depth camera. The isually tracked noisy

FIGURE 17. Box-and-whisker plots of the absolute drilling errors in
position and orientation, assisted by the BICP-based markerless VMA
navigation.

tool pose results in an unstable system-evaluated navigation
error and unstable colour feedback. Under the same selected
acceptance threshold, it takes a significantly longer time for
users to achieve stable alignment under the VMA-based setup
(Table 6).

C. LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK
This proof-of-concept demonstration has its own limitations.
First, the Realsense D415 camera is a low-accuracy camera
not designed for medical applications. The camera quality
restricts the accuracy of markerless target registration and
visual W ′ or P tracking. A more advanced RGB-D camera
would be essential to improve markerless navigation perfor-
mance under either the OTA or VMA setup. Several aspects
have to be considered for camera selection: the accuracy,
precision and spatial resolution of depth-sensing should be
high to ensure system reliability; the frame acquisition speed
should be comparable to that of optical tracking systems
to ensure fast enough tracking updates; the weight and size
should be portable to ensure flexibility in OR; and no visible
light or patterns should be involved in depth-sensing to ensure
the surgical scene is not compromised. In the future, we will
collect new datasets and retrain the networks with better cam-
eras, such as the Acusense (Revopoint 3D Technologies Inc.),
as to further improve the results of the proposed markerless
navigation method.

Second, as the current navigation system displays both
real and virtual contents in 2D, the spatial tool alignment
requires depth testing [33] that could be time-consuming for
an inexperienced user. This explains the significant difference
in alignment time measured for author group compared to the
volunteer group. To shorten the learning curve and avoid any
distractions that could raise a safety concern, a more egocen-
tric head-mounted augmented reality visualisation method
should be explored in the future. For example, using an opti-
cal see-through (OST) stereo-display, the planned surgical
path could be perceived as a 3D vector in front of the user’s
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TABLE 7. Comparison with state-of-the-art monitor-based surgical navigation systems.

eyes, as we did in another previous work [34]. The 3D-3D
real-to-virtual alignment is more intuitive than the 3D-2D
alignment method used here, and surgeons can refer to the
displayed information without shifting the eyesight away
from the limb.

As a worth-investing option, the accuracy of VMA setup
needs to be improved in the future. To name a few possible
solutions, better marker libraries (e.g., ALVAR [35]) could be
used to improve the speed and accuracy of marker detection,
a multi-anchor setup could be used to improve the visual
tracking accuracy [27], and a marker-based simultaneous
localisation and mapping (SLAM) algorithm [36] could be
used to eliminate the restriction that a single anchor must be
kept in view at all times.

Finally, current online navigation is not capable of dynamic
tracking so that the pose freezing must be used to improve
stability under partial target occlusion. Despite the promising
result, fully dynamic tracking is desired in practice since
the limb is hard to remain still during the intervention. The
markerless tracking algorithm should be improved, for exam-
ple, by network retraining with partially occluded data, target
completion by machine learning networks [36], or multi-
sensor fusion [37].

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper improves upon a state-of-the-art automatic mark-
erless tracking and registration method by adopting a BICP
registration technique to localise the distal femur. In doing so,
the angular alignment of femoral components is significantly
reduced, moving the markerless method one step closer to
clinical application. In the context of a prototypical marker-
less navigation system to assist in lesion removal for OCD
repair, a traditional optical tracker anchored (OTA) setup
is proposed, alongside a more cost-effective, visual marker
anchored alternative (VMA). The tracking accuracy and nav-
igation accuracy under both setups are assessed in phantom-
based experiments, with results demonstrating the effective-
ness of our methods. Although these novel approaches do not
yet outperform current navigation systems in terms of accu-
racy, they avoid the need for marker preparation and insertion
for online limb tracking, thereby significantly simplifying the
surgical workflow, reducing the risk of additional harm for
patients, and minimising human-induced errors.
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